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The three directors have extensive history in the health service with one director originating 
from an Information Management background and the other two from a Pathology 
beginning. This grounding embedded a fundamental key principle that now drives the MEC’s 
ethics of delivery, that of “the patient comes first”. 

 To provide a level of insight to the capabilities of MEC here is the plotted history of each 
director. More details and curriculum vitae can be provided on request. 

Director 1: Information Manager, Coopers & Lybrand Senior associate, Sparkray company 
director, Head of Health Informatics, Director of acute trust Informatics Services, SHA Chief 
Information Officer, NPfIT Director of Care Record Service and Regional implementation 

Director 2: Chief MLSO, Deputy Head of IT & Information for acute trust, Head of IM&T, 
Technical then Deputy Director. Awarded MBE for service to Healthcare IT. 

Director 3:  Senior MLSO, acute trust technical section and senior database manager. Private 
sector as lead technical designer supplying service to AOL netscape, Ladbrokes, Early 
Learning Centre, bmibaby, NatWest, Camelot and more. Solution architect for IT services to 
government bodies including County councils, magistrates and national Government 
solutions. Chief architect for a LSP. 

MEC believe the key to success is its people, acquiring the correct resource, with the correct 
breadth of understanding is essential. MEC know that the foundation of their success is their 
previous NHS business experience. 

Nowadays healthcare IT product suppliers have undoubted specialist knowledge in their 
own product range but tend to lack the detailed NHS business experience outside the scope 
of their products. Equally the NHS has an unequalled understanding of its own operational 
processes but is more often than not are unable to meet requirements to successfully 
integrate these IT services together.  

The NHS National Programme for IT (NPfIT), whether you agree with it or not,  is founded on 
admirable, ideological visions about how patient care can be improved, managed and 
shared using IT services. MEC support these visions but also understand the local needs of 
individual organisation. MEC believe they play a key role in delivering these ideals while 
enabling greater local configuration bringing a harmonised, holistic, effective national 
service. 

MEC’s experience in healthcare IT systems, the integration there of, management of data for 
primary and secondary, informatics, information governance, infrastructure, business  
processes and keeping solutions as simple as possible means that when you engage MEC 
you will be assured of a quality, effective solution to your problems. 

For further information please email: enquiry@mechealthit.co.uk 
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